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WORD FAMILIES
Word families are groups of
words that are related to
each other.

Studying word groups
is an effective way to
expand your
vocabulary, and will
make it easier to
identify topics, people,
locations, and
activities in Part 3 of
the TOEIC test.

auto mechanic police officer travel agent dentist
reporter flight attendant waiter taxi driver

1. ___________________ arrange, ticket, accommodation, tour, vacation, book
2. ___________________ ride, passenger, fare, catch, meter, hail
3. ___________________ information, print, news, interview, newspaper, media
4. ___________________ table, serve, food, drink, restaurant, reserve
5. ___________________ oil, engine, service, repair, garage, car
6. ___________________ checkup, filling, teeth, drill, polish, clean
7. ___________________ law, arrest, crime, patrol, protect, investigate
8. ___________________ airplane, passenger, safety, serve, duty-free, meals

EXERCISE 1
Write each occupation next
to the correct set of words.
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TOEIC SELF STUDY 

Study Material 
Registration Fees
Registration Process
Video Guide
100% Success

 

Exercise 2
Write two words next to each topic.
 
performance tip factory ferry surgeon
appetizer prescription concert production platform
 
1. Health ___________________ ___________________
2. Manufacturing ___________________ ___________________
3. Dining Out ___________________ ___________________
4. Entertainment ___________________ ___________________
5. Transportation ___________________ ___________________
 
Exercise 3
Write two words next to each location.
 
package screen mail pond visa
passport bookshelves bench trailer periodical
 
1. movie theater ___________________ ___________________
2. travel agency ___________________ ___________________
3. library ___________________ ___________________
4. post office ___________________ ___________________
5. park ___________________ ___________________
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EXERCISE 4
Complete the chart. Write
each word or phrase in the
correct column

receptionist
florist
professor
cashier
tennis coach

Occupation                     Location                                   Activity
receptionist                     hotel                                         greeting visitors,                        

bank
sports center
hotel
flower shop
college

handling money 
answering the phone 
grading exams
training players 
helping students 
giving fitness advice
cashing checks 
watering plants 
practicing shots
greeting visitors 
exchanging currency 
assembling bouquets
arranging flowers 
giving lectures 
confirming bookings
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ANSWER KEY

 

Answers
Exercise 1: 
1. travel agent, 2. taxi driver, 3. reporter, 4. waiter, 5. auto
mechanic, 6. dentist, 7. police officer, 8. flight attendant
Exercise 2: 
1. prescription, surgeon, 2. factory, production, 3. appetizer, tip,
4. performance, concert, 5. ferry, platform
Exercise 3: 
1. screen, trailer, 2. passport, visa, 3. bookshelves, periodical, 4.
package, mail, 5. bench, pond
Exercise 4: 
receptionist/hotel/greeting visitors, answering the phone,
confirming bookings
florist/flower shop/arranging flowers, watering plants,
assembling bouquets
professor/college/helping students, giving lectures, grading
exams
cashier/bank/handling money, cashing checks, exchanging
currency
tennis coach/sports center/training players, giving fitness
advice, practicing shots
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